Despite the supposedly widespread knowledge that correlation is not evidence of causation, many authors with correlation findings seem to interpret their results as though it were. The temptation is a seductive one-but one that may impede future research and misinform practice. We all recall when extensive observational data fostered the widely accepted opinion that hormone replacement therapy prevented coronary artery disease. Later, intervention research reversed that idea, finding that the therapy slightly increased coronary artery disease (Lawlor, Davey Smith, & Ebrahim, 2004) . This anecdote exemplifies how unknown potential other causes can affect outcomes in observational research. Another potential problem occurs when researchers eventually discover that correlated variables are consequences of a common cause they did not set out to study. It is dangerous to interpret the two trends as causal merely because they seem to fluctuate in tandem. For a humorous look at this issue, take a study break by visiting the website of spurious correlations (http://www.tylervigen.com/spurious-correlations). One of my favorites the site offers up, with tongue firmly in cheek, is the strong correlation between marriage rates in Kentucky and people who drown after falling out of a fishing boat. I recommend that doctoral students visit this site to remember the dangers of interpreting correlation as causation.
Typically, it is not until authors reach the discussion section of manuscripts that causation language sneaks into correlation research reports. The drift toward causation may occur because that is where their program of research is ultimately heading. Or, they may move that direction because scientists are trained to think in those terms. Authors may use causation language to exaggerate the significance of their associations in an effort, whether unconscious or deliberate, to elevate the importance of their work. The insistence of some journals that discussion sections include practice implications may lure authors to interpret correlational findings as causal. At other times, authors misinterpret correlational findings as causal in response to others' doubts about the scientific impact of their work.
Sometimes authors use the language of causation when they are simply seeking to avoid repeated use of correlation terms. But language matters, especially when it comes to the correlation-causation distinction. For correlational findings, appropriate phrases include the following: associated with, correlated with, inferred from, linked with, predicted by, or related to. Avoid the following words, which imply causation: consequence, controlled by, effect, impact, influence, outcome, or response.
Research reviews are not immune to the problem. When reviewing previous research, it is more valuable to thoroughly examine how a study was conducted to determine causation than to quote summary statements from abstracts or discussion sections. The language of such quotations may erroneously suggest causal interpretation.
Peer review, however painful at times, can help authors accurately interpret correlational results. Reviewers are especially good at identifying potential causative factors not studied in correlational studies. Reviewers also often note that inverse direction of causality is entirely possible in many correlational studies.
This editorial is not intended to minimize the importance of valid correlational research, which moves knowledge forward. Such studies may detect previously unexplored connections between constructs. They may identify robust strong associations useful in designing interventions that test causation in experimental studies where researchers manipulate the independent variable. Absence of significant correlations among constructs may help researchers move on to other constructs for correlational and intervention research.
Correlational studies are important, and we would all do well to interpret them as what they are. Likewise, we should remember never to stand up in a tippy canoe as long as people are getting married in Kentucky.
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